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School name: Lynfield College
Teacher name: Heike Zimmer, Judy Fang and Adam Burden
Teacher Certification Level:
Subjects registered onto Education Perfect: German, Chinese and Japanese
Statistics:
Number of students registered: 200+
Questions answered: 2,000,000+
Hours spent online by students: 10,000+
How have you successfully implemented Education Perfect at your school?
Students at all year levels use Language Perfect to learn and revise vocabulary, sentences and
structures.
What are the different ways you use Education Perfect with your classes?
Use for homework, assessment and competitions.
How do you use Education Perfect with your junior students? And your senior students?
The focus for junior students is to develop and expand their language skills and keep them
engaged and motivated. For senior students, the focus is on consolidation of NCEA vocabulary
and prepare them for the external exams.
What suggestions do you have for other schools?
Language Perfect is a wonderful tool to help your students to expand their vocabulary and
develop their Language skills
If we describe Language to be like a house, then vocabulary should be like bricks. Language
Perfect is like a gigantic storeroom for the “bricks” that help our students to build their house of
language. Please encourage your students to take the bricks from Language Perfect.
1-2 sentence quote for the website about what you love about Education Perfect:
Darren Ng, student from Y13 Chinese
Language Perfect is a fantastic tool that makes learning all the more interesting and fun. It has
greatly, or should I say significantly helped me improve my Chinese vocabulary and speaking

skills over the period I have used this program. With the exams just around the corner, I would
need it more than ever. I wouldn't have improved as much as I have now without this amazing
learning tool and I would just love to say, Thank You.
Nikki Singh, student from Y13 Chinese
Language Perfect has given me the chance to be able to practice my vocab from years
past and also be able learn new words at the same time. The combination of the 4
different types of Chinese activities always push me to aim higher and to try and
understand everything that is set out before me. Language Perfect is the perfect way to
be able to learn new languages.
Tessa Choi, student from Y13 Chinese
Language perfect helped me learn a lot of Chinese words and had lots of fun learning
them. Not only learning how to write Chinese, also learning how to read and listen to
Chinese helped me to speak with native Chinese people.
Antonia Hunter, student from Y13 Chinese
Language Perfect has helped me so much to learn vocabulary. I love
learning languages and I feel that I have improved my Japanese,
Korean, and particularly Chinese by a lot. I plan on using Language
Perfect even after I leave school at the end of this year. ✌✌✌✌✌✌✌✌✌✌
Caitlin Schischka, student from Y9 German
The reason why I want to continue doing language perfect is because i have improved
SO much and it is super fun, so danke. With me learning so much German in language
perfect, I have developed my skills up to a whole new level, maybe not too much but I
still feel super. Thank you LC.
Scott Hughes, student from Y12 German
Language Perfect is awesome! I hope to continue using it in the future so i can extend my
German writing/speaking skills! It's awesome.
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Attach any photos of students, and any great student quotes.
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Lynfield College 2015 Language Perfect World Championships Gold winners
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Lynfield College Y13 Chinese class.
The comments are from Antonia Hunter, Tessa Choi, Nikki Singh, Darren Ng (4 students on the left)

